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G                     I like to get the good stuff.   I want it all the time. 
G                     Anythin' less than that   just ain’t satisfyin'. 
C7                   I like the good stuff.   I want it more and more. 
G             I'll give you some of my good stuff   if you give me some of yours.      
Bb  F  G  C7  I gotta have the good stuff. The good stuff. The good stuff.            
Bb  F Gb G   I gotta have the good stuff. 
  
G                     I desire the good life.    I wish it all the time. 
G                     Anytime you see me cryin'   is 'cause I'm satisfied. 
C7                   I desire the good life.    I want it more and more. 
G               I'll give you some of my good life   if you give me some of yours.      
Bb  F  G  C7  I gotta have the good life.  The good life.  The good life.                
Bb  F Gb G   I gotta have the good life. 
  
G                     I gotta have some good love.   I need it all the time. 
G                     Anyone who gives me less    just ain't satisfyin'. 
C7                   I gotta have good love.          I want it more and more. 
G              I'll give you some of my good love   if you give me some of yours.      
Bb  F  G  C7  I gotta have good love.   Good love.  Good love.               
Bb  F Gb G   I gotta have good love. 
  
Chorus: 
C7    G    From women to beer to music that I hear. 
C7    G    From movies to food  to atmosphere and attitude. 
C7    D7  Don't waste my time   if it's less than satisfyin'. 
Bb  F 
  

G                     I wanna show you my good side.   I like to all the time. 
G                     Anyway I show it to you        I hope satisfies. 
C7                   I wanna show you my good side.   I want to more and more. 
G              I'll give you some of my good side   if you give me some of yours.      
Bb  F  G  C7 I gotta give you my good side. My good side. My good side.               
Bb  F Gb G   I gotta give you my good side. 
  
G                     I hope to play a good song.   I try to all the time. 
G                     Any sound you hear from me        intends to satisfy. 
C7                   I hope to play a good song.   I want to more and more. 
G                     I'll play for you a good song   if you play me one of yours.         
Bb  F  G  C7  I gotta play a good song.  A good song.  A good song.                   
Bb  F Gb G   I gotta playa good song. 
  
Chorus: 
C7    G   From women to beer to music that I hear. 
C7    G   From movies to food  to atmosphere and attitude. 
C7    D7  Don't waste my time   if it's less than satisfyin'. 
Bb  F 
G


